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‘EORstore’: “Closing the chain”: 
how to develop a FOAK business 

case for all actors involved? 
Christian Bos (TNO)

Seminar on Legal and Regulatory Framework 
of CO2 Utilization (EOR) and Geological 

Storage, Sept 18th, 2019

EU project ECOBASE: Establishing CO2
Enhanced Oil Recovery business advantages 

in South Eastern Europe

This presentation

• Discusses how ECOBASE results may be useful for the Romanian & Turkish 
societies, i.e. in terms of advancing the national climate, energy and 
environmental policies by initiating a CO2 infrastructure fed by industrial sources. 

• Discusses how the CO2 emitting industries and the oil producing industry could 
benefit from EORstore (directly, & indirectly by enabling a new CCS market)

• Discusses how to open up a dialogue between the pertinent actors (government, 
industry) in order to overcome apparent hurdles for FOAK CCS projects.

• Discusses which roles the government could assume to promote EORstore. 

CO2-EOR + CCS
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EORstore concept

• Market enabler: can the combination of CO2-EOR + the permanent subsurface sequestration of 
industrially captured CO2 provide a business incentive to construct a backbone CO2 infrastructure, 
such that it will be accessible to other industries for further CO2 subsurface sequestration (in 
aquifers, depleted gasfields, etc.)?

• Breaking out of the vicious circle: economically justifying the initial infrastructure is usually not 
possible based on one or two early-mover projects. Matching funds from government will be 
needed.

• Without an existing (backbone) CO2 infrastructure, costs for CCS are even more prohibitive than for capure 
alone, and few companies will undertake CCS. 

• With an existing CO2 backbone infrastructure (paid back by e.g. CO2-EOR), the hurdle for CCS is reduced 
• Depending on EUA-price for CO2 permanently stored, and assuming a capture TLC (D€/ton)), EORstore may come within reach. 

• EORstore studies whether the combined income from EOR and from avoiding having to purchase 
EUAs (on the ETS) can recover the costs of the infrastructure, thereby providing further CCS 
business opportunities for other industries.

The concept of market enabler

• It is acknowledged that the shared use of CCS infrastructure by 
multiple sectors/markets increases the value (financial, economic, 
social, environmental) of making an initial investment and is the 
overall long-term justification for that investment. 

• However, the initial investment is usually based on a limited scope 
with one sector acting as a market enabler for the other sectors. 

• Future potential upside is always value-at-risk. 
• The investment proposal and business case therefore need to present 

both a commercial base case (the initial investment) and demonstrate 
how the sources of future value can be realised by enabling the 
decarbonisation of other sectors through synergies.
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Strategic decision-making on FOAK projects

• Investment decisions by companies and governments are made on 
• The strategic rationale 
• The total expected direct value to be realized by the investment
• The associated optionality (indirect value)

• However, they need to be justifiable to the shareholders and public 
based on the value of a limited scope, low regrets base case. 

• This conundrum is to be resolved collaboratively, otherwise 
experience has shown neither private nor public parties can justify 
the first-of-a-kind (FOAK) projects.

USA: how did the early CO2-infrastructure develop? 

• One of the first CO2-EOR projects was initiated in 1972 in the Kelly-Snider oil field in Texas. 
• After the CO2-EOR process was successfully demonstrated, the investment necessary to 

develop and transport large volumes of CO2 to the oil fields could be put in place. 
• The early use of CO2-EOR was in Permian Basin in West-Texas. The (natural) CO2 sources to 

support those developments were found in Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona. 
• Developing the CO2 resources required drilling wells into geologic formations that contain 

CO2, which was then transported via pipeline to the oil fields in West Texas. The increase in 
oil prices in the 1970s supported the development of this infrastructure. 

• Later, industrial CO2 sources were linked up: natural sources depleting. 
• Could not find paper on the multi-actor FID for the first long-distance pipeline (Shell?), 

however presumably the following issues had to be negotiated:
o Partners to commit to pipeline + CO2 source projects if a certain PL capacity hurdle achieved. 
o Long term contracts to obtain security of supply, security of demand, transport tariffs.
o Initially, few actors, no CO2 exchange. Now, a non-regulated CO2 multi-actor market has developed. 
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Current CO2 Pipeline Network Business Models 

• Several private businesses 
already own and operate CO2pipelines in the USA. 

• There is a mix of business 
models among CO2 pipeline 
operators and EOR operators:

• Some operators involved in 
both EOR and pipeline 
operations

• Some in just EOR 
• Some in just pipeline 

operations
• Some are involved for CO2sales to third parties.

Total CO2-EOR production USA

Slide 8

How much CO2 can CO2-EOR oil field permanently store?

• Limited: << DGF with same PV, but some 0.2-0.4 ton CO2/EOR-barrel
• Oil field was originally at high pressure
• HCPV oil+water produced replaced by CO2 (and water)

• CO2 is being injected and re-circulated until Opex > oil revenue: 
economic stopping criterion.

• ETS: stop if Opex > (oil + ETS revenue)

• At time of shutting-in field, a certain amount of CO2 will remain in 
reservoir. This is the amount permanently stored. 

• In some cases, additional CO2 may be injected after having closed-in the 
production wells (in order to permanently store more CO2).
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Economics of CO2-EOR vs. EORstore
Conventional CO2-EOR EORstore: benefits of CO2-EOR plus
Extra oil recovery (ref. waterflood)
 Miscible: 10<DRF<15% STOIIP

o CO2 dissolves in oil: swelling of oil, viscosity 
↓, IFT / capillary forces ↓, Sor ↓

 Immiscible 5<DRF<7% STOIIP
 Frequent problem: gravity override 

o Poor vertical sweep eff.  remedy: WAG

Potential ultimate CO2 storage volume in oil
reservoir, at end of economic field life:
 0.2 - 0.4 ton CO2 / incremental bbl oil

Example: 100 x 106 bbl oil field (STOIIP)

CO2 net consumption:
 Miscible 0.4 t/bbl incremental EOR oil
 Immiscible 0.2 t/bbl

 10% EORCO2 = 10 million bbl incremental oil
 2-4 Mton CO2 permanently stored
Total potential revenue stream (undisc) ≈  

CO2 purchase price dominates Unit 
Technical Cost (€/EOR bbl)

540 + 75 ≈ €615 million (+ DCO2 to Pmax)
@ $60/bbl; 0.9 €/$; 25 € / ton CO2; $25/bbl EOR prod cost)
 Available for EORstore + profit + risk: €130/ton CO2 

Back of the envelope economics

• Injected CO2 volumes required for EOR dominate the UTCEOR, hence what income
remains available for storing CO2 (€ / t CO2) 
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What is a “business case”?

• In principle, a business case must fulfill the following conditions:
• Project’s base case IRR > WACC+ , where the “+” symbolizes a profit+risk margin.
• EMV (=average NPV of preferred decision alternative) to have an acceptable ratio with

“risk” (= for example, s of the pdf(NPV) of the preferred decision alternative) 
• Project’s cashflow to be “robust”, i.e. if future information reveals the truth to be

disappointing, then there should be enough flexibility (mitigation options) to steer the
project into a more profitable direction Sensitivity Analysis

• Project should have a “strategic fit” with the company’s portfolio and be bankable.

• Implications: risks and flexibility options to be comprehensively quantified. In 
CCUS, this implies quantifying also all commercial / contractual alternatives
(mutual contractual clauses in CCS chain), including governmental measures. 

“Closing the chain”: commercial complexity
• Obtaining a business case for all investors involved in a “value chain”

• In a CCS-chain, actors (i.e. legal entities) are mutually dependent, e.g.
• Industry / emitter: CO2 emitting company (source) with a CO2 capture plant
• In case of several clustered emitters: CSO = Collection System Operator
• In case of a distant sink: TSO = Transport System Operator
• In case of several sinks: one or more separate subsurface reservoir operators (E&P companies)
• Then the government may also participate in the investment, or provide subsidies

• The various actors need to conclude mutual contracts: technical specs of the CO2, SoS, SoD, 
tariffs, wellhead prices, long-term contracts (initially?) vs. market prices (later, if true CO2 markets
develop). By then, the regulator may impose TPA… 

• Depending on the contractual clauses, there may be risk asymmetry, and optionality asymmetry. 
This will influence the contractual tariffs mutually agreed: a higher risk for one actor means a 
higher IRR hurdle rate for this actor as compared to other actors  commercial complexity can
become a show stopper.
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ECOBASE methodology

• Define one EORstore case study in RO, one in TR
• “Frame the problem”: decision tree + hierarchy, main uncertainties
• Using an existing CCS tool, compute Technical and Economic KPIs, 

including uncertainty around it (histograms of KPIs, etc.)
• Perform sensitivity analysis, vary uncertain variables & interventions
• Analyse decision-making criteria + recommend next steps for project 

initiation by industry & government. 
• Engage with industry and government (RO+TR)

Objectives of ECOBASE business case studies

• Perform two case studies to 
• Establish the conditions under which EOR-Store projects are economic and can finance 

the early / backbone CO2 pipeline infrastructure from source to sink.
• Understand how the CO2-EOR / EORstore economics depend on the CO2 ETS price.
• Understand how to optimize (i.e. economically) the CO2 volume permanently stored in 

the oil reservoir

• Comment on the validity of hypotheses such as: 
1. CO2-EOR is indeed the low hanging fruit for initiating a CCS infrastructure fed by 

industrial sources
2. The national governments have several roles to play in promoting an early CCS 

infrastructure (active brokering / match-making, partnering etc.)
3. The initial investment can be justified by all actors in the chain, without having to 

include the upside potential / upscaling economic opportunities
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Possible government roles

• Legislator (law maker, all laws need Parliamentary approval; note that laws are the basis 
for achieving a business climate where private capital is eager to invest)

• Regulator (enforcing the [competition] law, detailing the practical regulations)
• Broker / Director / Game-maker / Problem owner / Initiator (bringing actors together, 

aligning them along a common interest, addressing their needs and concerns)
• Partner (commercial) co-investor in a venture (PPP = Public-Private Partnership)
• Subsidy provider (e.g. for moving up along the TRLs)
• Provider of tax incentives
• Provider of financial guarantees (e.g. Contract for Difference)
• Licensing authority / competent authority for license applications
• Inspector / supervisor (ascertaining HSE compliance of industrial sites and installations)
• Other….

Crucial for a FOAK project 
(in case private actors 

reluctant)

CO2-EOR in ECCO tool: output
Key Performance Indicators of case 'CO2-EOR North Sea field XYZ'
Case description:  STOIIP=18Mm3 ; Initial nr of inj wells=3 ; Initial nr of prod wells=3; 8 New wells Water Alternating Gas (WAG) injection

Discount rate = 10%; Stochastic (volatile) oil price; 12 wells/platform; new well Prod:Inj ratio = 1 Cost escalators correlated to oil price

Royalty = 12% & not tax-deductible; Tax = 22%; Depreciation period = 11 yrs; Stop crit = 3 yrs NCF<0 CO2 wellhead price ranges from 8 to 12 €/t

KPI Value Unit Comment
Primary ultimate oil recovery, incl. cum prod @start of CO2-EOR 9.52 Mm3 Constrained by economical field close-in criterion (NCF<0)
Primary oil recovery following first CO2-injection 1.42 Mm3
CO2-EOR additional ultimate oil recovery 1.08 Mm3
Total recovery factor, incl. primary oil and CO2-EOR oil 58.9%
Primary oil recovery factor 52.9%
CO2-EOR additional recovery factor 6.0%
CO2 permanently stored 16.2 Mt Net balance of cum CO2 injected and cum CO2 re-produced
CO2 re-produced but not re-injected (i.e. vented into atm) 2.2 Mt
Cumulative gas sales volume following first CO2 injection 122.1 Mm3 Cumulative sales-gas (solution gas only)
PV hydrocarbon sales (oil + associated gas) 520.5 M€ PV oil = M€ 498.3 and PV sales-gas = M€ 22.2
PV from CO2 (i.e. from avoiding EUA purchases) 73.1 M€ Based on CO2 wellhead price accruing to storage operator
PV Government subsidies 94.9 M€ Undiscounted total subsidies = 220M€
PV Government Take @PV10%, ref 2014 -141.1 M€ Including HC royalties and corporate tax
NPV@PV10%, ref 2014, variable oil price (model 3) -46.1 M€
IRR -100.0% IRR is set at -100% if NPV<0 (IRR undefined if NPV<0)
Maximum exposure (undiscounted CF) -246.6 M€ Max. undiscounted exposure in year 2017
Maximum exposure (discounted CF) -202.1 M€ Max. discounted exposure in year 2017
PIR undiscounted -0.07 ratio
PIR discounted -0.15 ratio
Oil: Unit Technical Cost (undiscounted cost/m3 oil) 0.41 €/m3 UTC of all oil produced as from first CO2 injection
Oil: Unit Technical Cost (PVcost/m3 oil) 0.22 €/m3 UTC of all oil produced as from first CO2 injection
CO2: Unit Technical Cost (undiscounted cost / t CO2 abated) 64.13 €/t CO2 UTC for storage operator allocating all capex+opex to CO2
CO2: Unit Technical Cost (PVcost / t CO2 abated) 34.00 €/t CO2 UTC for storage operator allocating all capex+opex to CO2
Break even oil price (assuming constant oil price) €/m3 Use "Tools-Goal Seek" (set NPV=0)
Break even CO2 price at wellhead (assuming constant CO2 price) €/t CO2 Use "Tools-Goal Seek" (set NPV=0)
Pay-out time (undiscounted cashflow) 10 years
Pay-out time (discounted cashflow) 31 years Cum. disc. NCF<0 over full evaluation period
Full project manpower requirement 5991 fte Average employment over constr-inj-decomm phases 249.6 fte/yr
Nr of add'l platforms / well clusters constructed 1 platform 1st add'l platform operational in year 2021
Nr of new production + injection wells drilled 8 wells @ avg. gross liquid rate per prod well = 1200 e3m3/d
Drill rig availability: max. # wells / yr exceeded? Yes-2017 year 6 wells drilled vs. 4 wells drill rig capacity
W/O rig availability: max. # wells / yr exceeded? No year
Gas handling capacity violated? Yes-2024 year The year of maximum violation is printed
Gas export capacity violated? No year
Operational life of asset (CO2 injection + oil production) 15 years

• All KPIs to be
computed as 
histograms
following Monte 
Carlo analysis.

• Stochastic
sensitivity
analysis

• Analysis to follow 
company Decision
Gate and Decision
Analysis processes
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Decision Gate Review # 1 : Approval of Project Initiation
Objectives 
of Review

Key Issues to be Demonstrated 
(Example: each company will have its own process + process case dependent)

Outcome of the Review

Validate the 
basis to 
pursue the 
business 
opportunity

Initiate the 
project

 Information has been gathered in a manner that ensures the 
opportunity being initiated is understood

 The correct conclusions have been drawn from the information 
gathered

 Key risks and costs associated with initiation have been identified 
and can be appropriately managed

 The opportunity has a reasonable chance of success and is worth 
pursuing 

 Value drivers and Stakeholder aspirations are identified and 
understood

 Alignment with key Stakeholders and a strategy for managing the 
Stakeholders relationships

 Project definition is unambiguous and realistic, with agreed and 
shared objectives

 The plans for the next stages are realistic and fit for purpose and 
have identified the required Skills and Resources

 Key organizational and support requirements have been identified
 Clarity on future decision points and commitments and the data 

needs to support these
 Basis for any immediate commitments e.g. seismic, exploration 

drilling, is sound (e.g. exploration well proposal)
 Key risks and uncertainties have been bracketed on a fully 

integrated basis, and work programmes and processes designed to 
address them

Support for project initiation 
(Objectives / activities / 
resources / timing / costs / 
technology applications)

Agreement on terms of 
reference and specific items to 
be resolved for Decision Gate 
Review # 2.

CO2-EOR case: Batı-Raman Field

• ECOBASE case study to test 
concept of EORstore
business case

• Existing CO2-EOR operation
• Looking for alternative CO2supply: CO2 field depleting
• Batı Raman field is the 

largest oil field in Turkey.
• The field was discovered in 

1961 in SE-Turkey. 
• Initial oil in place: 1.85 

billion bbl. 
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CO2-EOR: Dqoil = 11500 bopd = many 106 €/yr
Back on the enveloppe calculation Bati Raman EOR income
Oil production UTC

50000 bbl/month = 1639 bopd (prim) 20 $/bbl
400000 bbl/month = 13115 bopd (total)

Difference 11475 bopd (EOR) 25 $/bbl

oil price 60 $/bbl (Sep 2019)

Yearly gross profit 24.0 million $/yr from primary recovery
Maximum yearly gross profit 147.0 million $ from CO2-EOR recovery

Bati Raman: 

Cum. CO2 injected per 
cum. incremental EOR oil
produced = 0.311 t/bbl

Potential CO2-EOR clusters Romania

1. Banat
2. Oltenia West
3. Oltenia Est
4. Arges
5. Prahova
6. Bucuresti
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Candidate site Oltenia-W

• Potential CCUS chain 
• Bradesti Oil field
• Işalniţa Coal PP 630 

MW

• Problem: obtaining 
data from PETROM 
(oil field operator) 
and from power 
plant

Bradesti

Paraschiv, 1979

Conclusion Romania CO2-EOR / EORstore

• Opportunities:
• Transposition of CCS Directive GEO 64/2011 and Law 114/2013
• Dedicated department for CO2 geological Storage within National Agency for Mineral 

Resources (Competent Authority for CO2 geological storage in Romania)
• Issued exploration and storage permit specific procedures

• EU ETS trading system
• 3rd stage from 2013 to 2020; 30% of free allowances by 2020; 0% by 2027

• Existence of hydrocarbon pipelines, various oil fields located near large emitters
• Power plant operators concerned about the increasing price of EUA allowances

• Hurdles / threats:
• Apparent lack of business incentives / lack of oil company interest for CO2-EOR (?)
• Lack of support at governmental level
• Confidentiality of oil field data
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ECOBASE main policy recommendations

• Government of TR to convince TPAO (Bati Raman operator) to study the 
feasibility of an industrial rather than natural CO2 source for their CO2-EOR 
project + broker negotiations with nearby refinery.

• Government of RO to take up a more proactive role as broker / problem 
owner / initiator / game-maker in order to bring together the pertinent 
CCS/CO2-EOR actors, hammer out a serious business case + identify the 
main hurdles to further project maturation + propose solutions. 

• Without such government ownership + active involvement/brokerage, the 
industries in RO and TR do not seem willing to move. 

• It would help if the Govt would promote transparency of data and models, 
to allow CCS chain actors to understand each other better. 

Conclusion

• World-wide CO2-EOR resource potential is very large, but projects are technologically and 
commercially risky. With the right business acumen and multi-actor collaboration 
(govternments to broker?) such hurdles may be overcome. 

• Securing CO2 from industrial sources for CO2-EOR is commercially even more complex and 
risky, but has a large potential in certain industrial clusters, especially when many sources are 
linked to the grid (better SoS).

• Starting with a natural CO2 sources and expanding that to include industrial sources has been 
done in the USA: opportunity for Bati Raman? 

• Gas industry can be used as an analogue to set-up multi-actor CCS value chains: experience in 
long-term contracts, gas-trading, gas-specs, etc. 

• CO2-EOR using industrial sources deserves more serious investigation in oil provinces such as 
West-Oltenia, SE-Turkey. 

• National governments to broker this multi-actor collaboration and partner in early 
infrastructure and demo projects.


